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PRESS RELEASE OF 17 JULY 2019       

IRREGULAR WEBSITES 

 

The distribution of insurance policies through the following sites is irregular. 

The policies received from customers are false and the related vehicles are 

not insured The facts have been reported to the Judicial Authority, which has 

ordered their shutdown. 

 

HTTPS://WWW.ASSICURAZIONI24.ONLINE/ WWW.BROKERDIASSICURAZIONE.IT  

WWW.ARPAASSICURAZIONI.NET  WWW.FANTAPOLIZZE.COM  

WWW.ASSICURATICONLODIGIANA.IT  WWW.FONTASSURANCES.COM  

WWW.ASSICURAZIONE5GIORNI.COM  WWW.FRANCESEASSICURAZIONI.COM  

WWW.ASSICURAZIONIBARBATO.IT  WWW.GENIALASSICURA.COM  

WWW.ASSICURAZIONIFAST.COM  WWW.INSURANCESWISS.COM  

WWW.ASSICURAZIONIISTANTANEE.COM  WWW.LINEAINSURANCE.IT   

WWW.ASSICURAZIONIISTANTANEE.IT  WWW.MARZANOASSICURAZIONI.IT  

WWW.ASSICURAZIONILOMBARDO.COM  WWW.MAXSIMABROKER.COM  

WWW.ASSICURAZIONIRESTIVO.IT  WWW.NEXTASSICURAZIONI.IT  

WWW.ASSIGENIAL.COM  WWW.RCABREVE.COM  

WWW.AXAPOLIZZE.IT  WWW.SUPERSWISSASSURANCES.IT  

WWW.AXASSICURA.COM  WWW.SWISSASSURANCES.IT  

WWW.AXONLINE.IT  WWW.TIRIASSICURO.EU 

WWW.BALZOTTIBROKER.COM WWW.TIRIASSICURO.IT 

WWW.BERTBROKER.IT  WWW.ZORRO.IT* 

WWW.BERTOLLIBROKER.COM   

* Update of 21/05/2020: by certified electronic mail of 12/05/2020 Digital Granata srl, in its 

capacity as manager of the website www.zorro.it, notified that the website has undergone 

regularisation. 
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IVASS recommends to take particular care when examining insurance proposals received 

by telephone or on-line (including via WhatsApp), especially in case of temporary policies. 

 

In particular, IVASS advises consumers to check, before paying the premium, that the 

quotes and the contracts are issued by duly authorized undertakings or intermediaries, by 

consulting on the site www.ivass.it: 

 the lists of Italian and foreign undertakings licensed to pursue business in Italy 

(general lists and the specific list for motor liability insurance, including both 

Italian and foreign companies)  

 the Single Register of Insurance Intermediaries (RUI) and the List of Intermediaries 

of the European Union; 

 the warning list of Cases of counterfeiting, Unauthorised companies and Websites 

not compliant with the rules on insurance mediation; 

 

IVASS underlines in particular that the payments of premiums in favour of rechargeable or 

prepaid credit cards are irregular, and so are the payments made in favour of persons or 

companies not registered in the above-mentioned lists.  

 

Consumers can ask for clarification and information to IVASS Consumer Contact Centre 

at the free phone number 800-486661, from Monday to Friday 8.30 am to 2.30 pm. 

 

The websites or facebook (or other social network) profiles of Italian intermediaries 

performing mediation on the internet must always include:  

a) the data identifying the intermediary; 

b) the address of its head office, its telephone and fax number and the certified e-mail 

address; 

c) the number and date of registration in the Single Register of Insurance and Reinsurance 

Intermediaries, and the indication that the intermediary is subject to IVASS supervision. 

 

Websites or facebook (or other social network) profiles that do not contain the above 

information are not compliant with the rules on insurance mediation and expose the 

consumer to the risk of concluding counterfeited policies. 
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https://servizi.ivass.it/Albi/defaultImprese.jsp?view=albi&viewSet=imprese
https://www.ivass.it/operatori/imprese/elenchi/ELENCHI_IMPRESE_ITALIANE_OPERANTI_NELLA_R.C.AUTO_E_NATANTI_OBBLIGATORIA.pdf
https://www.ivass.it/operatori/imprese/elenchi/ELENCO_IMPRESE_ESTERE_OPERANTI_NELLA_R.C.AUTO_E_NATANTI_OBBLIGATORIA.pdf
https://servizi.ivass.it/RuirPubblica/
https://servizi.ivass.it/RuirPubblica/SearchEA.faces
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https://www.ivass.it/consumatori/proteggi/ELENCO_AVVISI_CASI_DI_CONTRAFFAZIONE.pdf
https://www.ivass.it/consumatori/proteggi/ELENCO_AVVISI_IMPRESE_NON_AUTORIZZATE_O_NON_ABILITATE.pdf
https://www.ivass.it/consumatori/proteggi/ELENCO_SITI_WEB_DI_INTERMEDIAZIONE_ASSICURATIVA_IRREGOLARI.pdf
https://www.ivass.it/consumatori/proteggi/ELENCO_SITI_WEB_DI_INTERMEDIAZIONE_ASSICURATIVA_IRREGOLARI.pdf
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As regards the intermediaries of the European Economic Area (EEA) licensed to carry on 

business in Italy, the website must show, in addition to the data identifying the intermediary, 

the number of enrolment in the Register of the home member State, the e-mail address, the 

indication of the branch – if any –and the statement that the intermediary is licensed to 

pursue business in Italy with the indication of the supervisory Authority of the home Member 

State.  

 

We invite the media to highlight this press release in the interest of users. 
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